93% of companies that lost their data center
for more than 10 days due to disaster filed for
bankruptcy within one year of the disaster.

Why Cloud Backup?
Your company’s financial records, contracts and client information are the foundation of your business.
When you consider all of the information stored on your company’s servers, you begin to realize the
potential magnitude of loss in the event of a disaster, sabotage, hardware failure or human error. The
Cloud Backup solution allows you to back up your critical business data to a remote and secure
location for rapid disaster recovery - an important part of your data security and business continuity
plan.

Could Your Business Recover?
The fact is that 56% of companies cannot recover data after a catastrophe. A majority of businesses
today either lack the protection they need or are under-protected from disaster. We find that
businesses rely too heavily on onsite or local backups, such as to tapes or storage. Local backups do
not protect you from fire, flood, sabotage and natural disasters. We offer facilities that provide best-inclass redundancy and performance, high availability, and superior storage efficiency to dramatically
reduce the cost of achieving world-class disaster recovery.

Why Our Service?
Cloud Backup is a business-class online data backup and recovery service that safeguards critical
business data at a secure offsite location. Using the highest levels of compression and encryption
available, the Cloud Backup solution enables businesses to automatically protect digital information
and restore it anytime from any location. By choosing Cloud Backup, you will benefit from the best
automated backup technology available, military-grade security, 24x7 access to your data, and worldclass customer support. Whether you are a home-based business or an enterprise corporation, Cloud
Backup provides the same ease-of-use and efficiency at an affordable cost.
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How Does Cloud Backup Work?
Our agentless software is installed onto
one computer or server
You establish the automated backup
schedule.
The data is compressed and encrypted.
The data is transferred offsite to a
secure data center. A report is
generated.
The data is backed up again, providing
a second offsite copy.
The data is stored on hard drive disk
arrays for rapid online recovery.
The data can be restored at any time
from any computer.

What Does the Cloud Backup Service Include?
Cloud Technology
-Agentless Client
-Fully Automated
-Data Compression
-256 AES Encryption
-Tier 4 Data Centers
-Delta Blocking
-In-file Deduplication
-24x7 File Restoration

Service Features
-Microsoft SQL & Exchange
-File Servers
-Laptop & Standalone Desktop
-Local Storage Backup Option
-Comprehensive Reporting
-Mirrored Data Centers
-SAS 70 Type II/SOC II audited
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